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Who are we?



 TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants (TSFR) is a family-owned restaurant group with an expansive 
portfolio of casual dining, fast casual, quick service and family dining restaurants throughout 
Michigan. 

 In the past four decades, the company has expanded its restaurant catalog to include Applebee’s 
(including the world’s only co-branded Applebee’s/IHOP), Olga’s Kitchen, Olga’s Fresh Grille, 
Olga’s Express, Wendy’s, MOD Pizza and Del Taco.

 TSFR is a TOP WORKPLACE. TSFR serves as both a prominent employer and a strong resource for 
developing talent. As a result of our ongoing commitment to engaging Our People, leadership 
development and corporate citizenship, TSFR was honored in Top Work Places in Michigan by the 
Detroit Free Press every year since 2018, and in 2022, we were honored in Top Workplaces USA.

TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants has a strong CULTURE 
guided by the TSFR ROADMAP.  

 Everything flows from OUR CORE PURPOSE, it is why we exist. With over 40 years of learning, 
growing and success, TSFR introduced its Core Purpose in 2022: Create opportunities that make 
lives better. Everything we do is about making lives better for Our People, Our Guests and Our 
Communities.

 OUR VISION is to LEAD the WAY – it is what we strive for day in and day out. TSFR and each of its 
brands has won numerous awards for Leading the Way recognizing our successes for each of our 
brands.

 As part of OUR MISSION, TSFR is an industry leader in attracting, developing and retaining the most 
talented, engaged work force that proudly Delights Our Guests AND increases profits for the 
benefit of all.

 TSFR is guided by OUR CORE VALUES centered on Our People, Delighting Our Guests, supporting 
the Community, Acting with Integrity and Achieving Results.
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DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AS PART OF OUR TEAM?
 I genuinely like people and treat them with respect.

 I have a strong desire to have a positive impact on the people who 
work with me, my community and my place of employment.

 I am able to have candid conversations.

 I consider myself a disciplined person who thrives on a job well done.

 I value work/life balance for myself and others.

 I want to work where engagement and personal growth is valued.

 I am a TEAM player and I can generate excitement in people to 
achieve results.

 I go to work everyday with the intention of giving my best.
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BECOMING A MULTI-BRAND OPERATOR

1981-2015       
Burger King

TSFR built and opened its 
first Burger King restaurant 

in 1981, continually 
developing or acquiring to 

reach 60 stores. When TSFR 
sold its Burger King 

business (King Venture, Inc. 
‘KVI’) mid-2015, KVI was 

the 14th largest franchisee 
in the Burger King system.

1993-1995
Boston Market                       

TSFR grew its Boston 
Market business to 12 

restaurants in two 
years, before selling to 

Boston Market, Inc.

2005 - Present
Del Taco                       

TSFR Introduced Del 
Taco to Michigan in 
2005, consistently 

breaking system-wide 
sales records. 

2012 – Present
Applebee’s            
TSFR acquired 65 

Applebee's in 2012. Since 
then, TSFR built four new 

locations including the first 
national casual dining 
restaurant outside the 

Detroit’s central business 
district in 2015. In 2018, 

TSFR opened the first-ever 
combination Applebee’s –
IHOP in downtown Detroit.

2014 – Present
MOD Pizza             

TSFR entered into a 
franchise and 
development 

agreement with 
Seattle-based MOD 
Pizza in late 2014. 

2015 – Present 
Olga’s Kitchen                        

TSFR acquired this 50 year 
old iconic brand in 2015 
and  renovated existing 
locations and built new 

ones. As part of its growth 
strategy, Olga’s now 

includes Olga’s Fresh Grille, 
our fast casual concept, and 
Olga’s Express, our delivery 

only concept.  

2019 – Present
Wendy’s

TSFR acquired 56 
Wendy’s located 

throughout Michigan 
in May 2019 as the 

company continues its 
strategic growth and 

investment across 
Michigan. 



THE EARLY BEGINNINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED
In 1981, we opened up our first restaurant (Burger King) in a small town in Alpena, Michigan and, from there, we opened up other Burger King 
restaurants in small towns in northern Michigan. We learned three very important lessons from our experience in small towns that still shapes 
our operating culture today.

 Delight Our Guests: First, we learned how important it was to Delight our Guests particularly in a small town because everybody knows 
everybody.

 Control Our Costs: Next, we don’t do the same type of sales volume in small towns that we do in major metro areas so it was really important 
for us to learn how to control our costs.

 Community: The next lesson we learned is that if we were engaged with the community, the community would support us and we would 
have a very successful restaurant business.

Rise to the Challenge: Be a Great Company

 Rise to the Challenge: There was a time in our company’s history when we were not very PROUD of our restaurants and we decided that we 
needed to go through a cultural change to make us a better restaurant operator. We had to start performing at a very high level and do it 
quickly. 

 Be a Great Company: One of the first things we did to start our culture change was to decide what we wanted to be and what was really 
important to us. We decided that we wanted to be considered a great restaurant company.

 Best on the Block: We wanted to be the best restaurant on the block in the communities we serve. 

 A Talented, Engaged TEAM: We wanted the most talented, engaged TEAM working for us. TEAM stands for Together Everyone Achieves 
More. 
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 Culture travels by stories and the lessons 
learned from these stories. Those stories 
become truths to live by which we call 
TRUISMS. Those Truisms guide us in          
Our Vision to Lead the Way.
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WHY WE EXIST
Create opportunities that make lives better
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The continued success of our restaurant portfolio is deeply rooted in OUR PEOPLE. A key component of our Core Values, TEAM Schostak Family 
Restaurants offers special training and development programs to our talented, engaged TEAM to provide them with the opportunity to advance within our 
organization and succeed in life. At TSFR, we Create opportunities that make lives better for Our People, Our Guests and the Communities we serve.

TSFR and Cleary University –Tuition Benefits Program, launched in 2019, is an innovative partnership with Cleary University to provide 100 percent 
of tuition costs for TSFR’s eligible hourly, part-time and full-time employees and their families. The Tuition Benefits Program is a way to encourage 
lifelong learning and equip Our People with skills that will help them rise through the ranks and build a career with the company. Eligible employees and 
their families may use the benefits to enroll in associate, bachelor’s or master’s degrees in Cleary’s online program, including programs in business 
administration, hospitality management and culinary. The program also pays for tuition for Cleary’s Master of Science and MBA programs.

TSFR University (TSFR U), launched in 2010, is a two day program where company leaders work with newly hired and promoted restaurant managers 
teaching and sharing the company’s vision, mission and strategy.  TSFR U provides leadership development and greater partnership for these new 
managers in our business. An important aspect of developing the most talented and engaged work force in the industry that proudly Delights our Guests 
AND increases company profits, TSFR U is where we teach what it takes to Lead the Way.

Leadership Education Action Development (LEAD) is an initiative launched in 2016 designed to provide TSFR’s high-potential managers across 
brands an opportunity to enhance their competencies across technical, leadership and communication disciplines. In alignment with our Core Values 
regarding Our People and TSFR’s focus on being an Employer of Choice, LEAD is designed to be a key driver of recruiting, career development, 
succession planning and retention.

TSFR Connect is a learning management experience built by TSFR and launched in 2017. It is a place for our TEAM Members to connect, learn, and 
explore all of the things that make TSFR a great place to work. At TSFR Connect, Our People will find company news; tutorials; links to human resources 
and administrative sites including health insurance and payroll; and opportunities to connect with the rest of the TSFR TEAM.



WHAT WE STRIVE FOR
Lead the Way

TSFR Truism
We Won’t be Best on the Block until we are 

Best in the Workplace.
We must be “Best on the Block” is a Truism from TSFR’s first days as a 
Burger King franchisee, starting in small towns like Alpena and West 
Branch where all the QSRs were on the same block. We learned that we 
had to set ourselves apart from the competition by Delighting Our 
Guests in the restaurant and in the Community. 

In 2018, I presented at TSFR’s Leadership Conference about the honor 
of being Top Workplace in the Detroit Free Press. I said we will not be 
Best on the Block unless we are first Best in the Workplace. “We won’t 
be Best on the Block until we are Best in the Workplace” means your 
restaurant is fully staffed, we are honoring time off requests and we are 
having candid conversations. But the #1 determining factor in 
maintaining a talented, engaged TEAM is a talented, engaged leader. 

~Mark Schostak, Executive Chairman
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TSFR Truism
Safest Restaurant on the Block 
AND Safest in the Workplace.

In 2020, a worldwide pandemic changed almost everything, but our 
commitment to the TSFR Roadmap served as our North Star and 
allowed us to Lead the Way through uncharted waters and 
unprecedented times. In today’s world, Our People and our Guests
must be confident in the safety practices we put in place and feel 
assured that we consistently execute against our safest on the block 
protocol in all our restaurants. 

Another Truism came out of this time and was formally introduced at 
the 2021 Leadership Conference: 

Lead the Way by being the Safest and Best on the Block.



WHAT WE DO
A talented, engaged TEAM that proudly Delights Our Guests 
AND increases profits for the benefit of all.

To be the best restaurant on the block requires us first to have the best talent on the block. 
We must be committed to recruiting, training and retaining our talented, engaged TEAM.

It all starts with a talented, engaged  TEAM

We are a TEAM and in order to Lead the Way, everyone must be fully committed to 
contribute to the TEAM’s success. 

To Lead the Way . . . Everyone Must Play! 

TSFR Truism

Everyone Must Play (EMP)
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HOW WE ACT

OUR PEOPLE
 Train & Develop

 Reward Achievements

 Work/Life Balance

 Family Atmosphere

TSFR will provide you all the tools and 
experiences to become a great TEAM 
Member; however, YOU have to be your 
own best champion and seek out learning 
and added responsibilities yourself. 

TSFR Truism

Training is a shared responsibility.

TSFR Truism

Reward the doers.

We must continually recognize Our 
People and make sure they know that 
their successes matter to the 
organization’s Mission. 

To establish a culture of execution, there 
must be a clear link between what you 
want to accomplish and what you are 
rewarding. 

Leaders have the responsibility for setting 
the right rewards for doers.
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Our People: Train & Develop, Reward Achievements
TSFR hosts an annual Leadership Conference where TEAM Members can connect, hear updates about the business, learn and be recognized for their 
achievements. Awards include the Executive Chairman Award for Continued Excellence, Area Director of the Year, General Manager of the Year, Top Sales 
Performance and Core Value Awards including Our People, Delight our Guests, Community, Act with Integrity.



HOW WE ACT

OUR PEOPLE
 Train & Develop

 Reward Achievements

 Work/Life Balance

 Family Atmosphere
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TSFR Truism

The whole person comes to work each day.

Every TEAM Member plays a critical role in the success of 
TSFR, and when they come to work they bring their whole 
experience with them. 

The key to being a Top Workplace company is TSFR’s 
Core Value Our People and Work/Life Balance. By 
building and maintaining a culture of celebration, 
compassion and support - celebrating birthdays and 
accomplishments, flexible scheduling, and helping each 
other through tough times, we recognize the “whole 
person.” 

Our People: Work/Life Balance, Family Atmosphere

When we create a great TEAM Member 
experience with a Family Atmosphere 
and sense of Community within each one 
of our restaurants, our TEAM Members will 
deliver on the brand promise and proudly 
Delight Our Guests. It’s up to leaders to 
ensure TEAM Members have what they 
need to be productive, motivated and 
focused. When leaders fulfill this calling, 
they lay the foundation for a high-
performance Best in the Workplace 
culture that is ready to excel at any 
challenge. 

TSFR Truism
The Guest experience will never 

exceed the TEAM Member 
experience.

Our continued investment in Our People led us to the creation of 
the TSFR Care Fund; a charity where TEAM Members help other 
TEAM Members in need.  Both TEAM Members and the Schostak 
family generously contribute to the fund.



HOW WE ACT

DELIGHT OUR GUESTS

 Fresh & Hot

 Friendly, Fast & Accurate

 Clean & Safe

 Exceed Expectations
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TSFR Truism

Do not walk by anything in your restaurant that requires attention –
model the behavior you expect.

The TSFR Roadmap guides us and tells us what is important and how to behave. The Roadmap 
is just words until communicated through the ranks and put into action by cascading the 
message to all TEAM Members through clear communication. 

The experience becomes the standard when a restaurant leader walks by a dirty table, ignores 
crew members out of uniform or tolerates unacceptable behaviors. TEAM Members are 
paying attention to everything that a leader does. How you treat your restaurant, TEAM 
Members and Guests sets the tone for the whole restaurant. Pay attention to your internal and 
external atmosphere and set a standard of excellence.

Delight our Guests



HOW WE ACT

COMMUNITY

 Be a Great Neighbor

 Be Involved

 Give Back
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TEAM Schostak Family Restaurants prides itself on its commitment to the communities in which we live 
and serve. The Schostak family and its TEAM Members (Our People) live the Core Value of Community in 
our restaurants and in our lives.

TSFR supports four main statewide charities: Make-A-Wish® Michigan, Muscular Dystrophy Association 
(MDA), and JDRF Michigan (formerly called the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation) and Gilda’s Club 
Metro Detroit.  

In 2022, Olga’s Kitchen awarded its first grants through the Olga Loizon Memorial Foundation to aspiring, 
local female entrepreneurs who embody the spirit of our founder Olga. This foundation provides financial 
assistance to Michigan’s aspiring women entrepreneurs in pursuit of developing Michigan’s next iconic 
business. 

 BE A GREAT NEIGHBOR: Acts of generosity and gratitude happen every day in our restaurants, and it 
is a priority that we share that within our community.  Each TSFR restaurant lives our Core Value of 
Community through TSFR charity events and individual store fundraisers including Make a Difference 
Day, Dine to Donate events, free meals for veterans and active military personnel on Veteran’s Day, 
discounted meals during teacher appreciation week, and adopting local charities.  Whether donating a 
portion of profits to a local high school band, education foundation or hosting auctions for disabled 
veterans, each of our restaurants is dedicated to a local initiative.

 BE INVOLVED: The Schostak Family and TSFR engage in many activities to make a difference in the 
city of Detroit  and throughout Michigan by inspiring and preparing young people to succeed. 

 GIVE BACK: Our family of employees comes together in many ways to serve our communities 
including joining forces with Generosity Feeds for its annual Spreading MODness campaign, packing 
food for the hungry at Open Door Ministry, renovating homes for Habitat for Humanity, and adopting a 
family at Christmas for Angels of Hope of Michigan.  

TSFR Truism

Do well by doing good.

Do well by doing good.

Doing well by doing good starts in our 
individual trade areas. Every TSFR 
restaurant must become part of the 
fabric of the Community by partnering 
with the right organizations - ones that 
match our commitment and passion to 
make a difference in people’s lives. 

Community



HOW WE ACT

ACT WITH INTEGRITY

 Honest

 Candid

 Trustworthy

 Respectful

TSFR Truism

Get the money to Livonia.

It simply means we work hard and expect the money we make to end up in the bank. 

As such, we do not tolerate theft or falsification. If you are struggling with your numbers ask for help, 
but if you cheat or falsify you will lose your job. 

TSFR Truism

People come to work each day with the intention of doing a great job.

If you believe that people want to do a great job, then we must have Candid conversations with them 
when they are not meeting the standard; you are doing them a disservice if you do not let them know 
when they are falling short. 
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Act with Integrity



TSFR and each of its brands has won numerous awards for Leading the Way recognizing our successes representing Our 
People, Delighting our Guests, Community service, and Achieving Results. 

 Applebee’s: In 2021, TSFR had three of the System-wide SPA Champions/Top 1% GM’s that scored over 90% in the 
brand audit with no category below 90%. While TSFR represents 4% of Applebee’s restaurants, we represent 18% of 
the SPA Champions! TSFR is also well represented in Applebee’s leadership councils with seats on the following 
committees: Franchise Business Council, Franchise Marketing Council, Franchise Operations Councils, Franchise 
Technology Council, Franchise Beverage Council and the CSCS Co-Op Purchasing/Distribution Council. TSFR 
consistently earns top honors including highest percent of gift card sales as a percent of sales; Marketing Partner of 
the Year 2018; and Carside Partner of the Year 2018.

 Wendy’s: TSFR became a Wendy’s franchisee in 2019 acquiring 56 Wendy’s in Michigan. In its first year as a 
franchisee, TSFR earned a spot in the Top 200 GM in the system. In year two, four of TSFR’s General Managers were 
named in the Top 500 in the Wendy’s system. 

 MOD Pizza: TSFR was honored with Best Secret Shopper performing market in the country in 2019 and in 2017. In 
2019, two TSFR locations were consistently in the top 5 week to week for loyalty participation. A TSFR TEAM Member 
received the Growth Award at the  MOD corporate conference in 2019. 

 Olga’s Kitchen: TSFR acquired this 50 year old iconic brand in 2015 and renovated existing locations and built new 
ones. As part of its growth strategy, Olga’s now includes Olga’s Fresh Grille, our fast casual concept, and Olga’s 
Express, our delivery only concept. TSFR is committed to staying true to the history and authenticity of Olga’s Kitchen 
while at the same time helping it evolve.

 Del Taco: TSFR Introduced Del Taco to Michigan in 2005, consistently breaking system wide sales records. TSFR 
continues Leading the Way recognized for brand audit in 2015 and 2016; community outreach in 2013; highest comp 
sales in 2010 and 2011; and Franchisee of the Year in 2009 and 2010.

 Burger King: TSFR built and opened its first Burger King restaurant in 1981, continually developing or acquiring to 
reach 60 stores in 2015. When TSFR sold its Burger King business (King Venture, Inc. ‘KVI’) mid-2015, KVI was the 
14th largest franchisee in the Burger King system.
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ACHIEVE RESULTS

 Be Disciplined

 Execute at a High Level

 Be Accountable

TSFR Truism

Control what we can control.

We can’t always control what is 
happening outside our four walls —
construction, intrusion, poor 
advertising — but we CAN control our 
ability to execute our Mission, Strategic 
Priorities and Systems which position 
us to Achieve Results. 

HOW WE ACT
Achieve Results



TSFR TEAM CHEER
 Who are we? TEAM SCHOSTAK

 What are we? A Great Company!

 Who makes us great? We Do!

 Who Delights our Guests? We Do!

 Who increases profits ? We Do!

 Who are we? TEAM SCHOSTAK

Who are we? TEAM SCHOSTAK
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TEAM Managers
TEAM Players
TEAM Support
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